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Social sciences
Project ideas
Analysis of different jargons in social circles
Is everyone in Quebec made to live in the big city?
Similarities between bulimia and anorexia
Calculating performance levels at a surprise exam vs. a prepared exam
Explaining the different colours of skin
Discovering Quebec’s archeological sites
Learning about the diet of ancient people through their vestiges
Developing exercises that help improve reading among children with learning difficulties
Does music increase productivity?
How is language used by a given culture?
How do STDs change adolescents’ sexual behaviour?
High energy, hyperactive or lacking attention?
Is it possible to be affected by the Moon?
Examining the demographic impact of the genocide in Rwanda
Is multi-tasking beneficial?
Is it possible to identify the age of an artefact?
The effect of music on delinquency
Placebo effect and healing
Quebec’s urban sprawl
Prehistoric man
Mainstreaming: myth or reality within the context of education reform?
Dependence as a societal problem
Is psychological dependence possible?
The Great Pyramid of Kheops
The migration of native populations of the far north
Can music affect an individual’s stress level?
Performance in relation to reaction time
Phagotherapy
Is rehabilitation profitable?
Does violence lead to more violence?
Is human cloning ethical?
E-mail as a new form of communication
Do socioeconomic factors play a role in violence?
Gambling and compulsive gamblers
Are stress levels higher under surprise or pre-planned circumstances?
The phenomena of virtual friendships
The profile of a criminal
Are robots stealing jobs?
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Does the Quebec education system favour girls over boys?
Adolescents and anorexia
Drivers’ behaviour at intersections
The conditions for applying the education reform to people in difficulty
Scientific discoveries that have significantly changed our daily life.
Cultural differences and the language that transforms them
Factors that affect short-term memory
Do boys and girls learn in different ways?
European migrations and the destruction of North-American settlements
How have communications among humans changed since the advent of the Internet?
Are exam results similar under variable conditions?
Are dreams really significant?
Are IQ tests culturally based?
Treasures of the Titanic
The study of human health through the genetics of populations
The evolution of Quebec civilization
What rules determine people’s behaviour in certain places (e.g. busses, waiting rooms,
libraries)?
Is there a link between violence and being a single parent?
Are their functional differences between right-handed and left-handed people?
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